
Winter Camping 
 

OK.  So how do you stay warm while camping in the snow? 

 

Cotton – Cotton is bad for staying warm while being active in winter weather.  Once cotton gets wet it 

loses ALL of its ability to keep you warm and in fact wet cotton will begin to draw heat away from your 

body.  Wool and synthetic fabrics such as polypropylene are much better cold weather fabrics.  Both of 

them can still provide warmth even when wet.  

 

Layering - Layering always gets mentioned because it always works. It works because it creates more 

dead air space around the body to trap more warm air.  But not only does it help warm the body, it 

helps to cool you off and keep you from sweating during periods of high activity.  Perspiration needs to 

be limited because soon after clothing gets wet, people get cold. So layering is important in regulating 

your temperature.  Sometimes it is important to stay cool now so your layers can help you be warm 

later.  Several thin layers are more effective than a single thick layer. 

 

Hands - Layering works great for keeping your hands warm too.  A good way to accomplish this is to use 

a thin knit glove in inside an outer mitten with a nylon shell.  Mittens are warmer than gloves and by 

having that extra layer provided by a liner glove, a more effective insulation layer is formed.  When 

more dexterity is needed, the mitten can be removed temporarily and still have the hand covered with 

the liner glove.  A liner glove can be just a simple thin knit glove without an outer nylon shell.  Wool or 

synthetic materials are best for the liner. 

 

Feet - First and foremost is to have a waterproof, insulated snow boot, but don't stop there.  Good wool 

or synthetic socks are also needed. Wool is warmer.  Layering is important on your feet too.  Use a liner 

sock inside the wool sock to wick away moisture from your feet.  Cotton socks are not a good idea.  

Cotton cannot keep you warm once it gets damp or wet.  Feet will perspire during the day and get cold 

in cotton socks. A liner sock is a thin synthetic sock that is worn under the outer insulating wool sock. 

They aren't expensive. 

 

Do not wear too many socks though.  Your boots should be large enough to accommodate extra socks 

otherwise you will be constricting blood flow to your feet and they will get cold even with the extra 

socks.  Socks should be changed a couple of times per day.  Sleep in a dry pair too.  If your boots do 

happen to leak and your feet get wet, a plastic shopping bag or bread wrapper makes a good liner to put 

over a fresh dry sock inside a wet boot. 

 

Sleeping Bag - A new winter sleeping bag isn't required though it certainly helps to have a mummy style 

bag for winter camping.  You can combine two regular sleeping bags to make a warm winter bag.  Extra 

blankets inside the bag also can help.  This is layering and it works in a sleeping bag too.   

 



Sleeping bags are made with either synthetic or down insulation.  Down is lighter and more 

compressible.  Synthetic insulated bags will still keep you warm if they get wet.  Down loses ALL of its 

insulating ability if it gets wet.   

 

Regardless of how warm the sleeping bag might be, NEVER sleep in the same clothes that you wore all 

day.  The body perspires even on a cold winter day and your clothes will be damp.  Even if you feel 

warm when you go to sleep, you will get cold during the night because of the clothing you are wearing.  

Change your clothes and stay warm through the night.  Unfortunately a lot of younger Scouts insist on 

learning this the hard way.  Change your clothes! 

 

Take your sleeping bag out of its stuff sack a few days before camping so that the fibers can expand and 

fluff a little.  The less compressed it is, the more warmth it can provide.   

 

Sleep with a stocking cap.  Keep your face warm with a stocking mask or just throw a blanket over your 

head. Don’t breath your moist breath into your bag. 

 

Ground insulation - Keeping yourself warm at night means insulating yourself from the cold ground 

beneath you and not just the cold air around you.  The Troop often tries to obtain large sheets of 

cardboard to place under tents as insulation.  That alone makes a big difference.  Sleeping mats or even 

a blanket to lay on top of also makes a difference.   

 

A thick air mattress is not a good idea though because the air in the mattress will be as cold as the 

surrounding air and will cool you off.  The self-inflating styles like Thermarest are very good though 

because they are mostly foam. 

 

Diet – Stay hydrated !!!  Even in the winter you perspire and can become dehydrated. Drink plenty of 

fluids so your body is working efficiently to keep you warm.  Drinking warm fluids is even better.   Eat 

lots of calories throughout the day too.  A good high calorie snack before bedtime will help keep you 

warm through the night but try not to drink too much before bed if you want to avoid that cold 

excursion in the night. 

 


